Note: All of these inserts and push pins are actual size. All pins and inserts shown, came
out of one person.

PUSH-PINS--CURSE PINS--SOUL SPIRIT PINS
INSERTS
There are six common types of inserts used by Satanists. They are: push-pins,
curse-pins, nail-pins, Satan's web, crystals, dental inserts, and splinters.
The insert pin is used to link the soul and spirit of the person, so they can connect
into the spirit world. The pins are inserted in a variety of places in the Satanists body as
permanent “receivers,” under the control of the coven members, in case a person ever
tries to leave the craft. They act like demonic radio transmitters. The individual is then
monitored as to their whereabouts for destruction purposes. There are demons assigned
to these inserts and their job is to kill anyone who leaves the group. This is another way
witches gain contact into the spirit world. They gain conscious control over their spirit and
control their spirit body with their soul. This is the exact opposite of what the Bible clearly
reveals. We are to always be lead by our spirit which is to be directed by the Holy Spirit
only. When man directs the use of his soul, it is called “soul power”. This is what the New
Agers commonly refer to as “inner self”, or “self-consciousness”.
These inserts are sometimes placed in the ankle, knee, wrist, etc., depending on the
group. Some curse-pins are inserted just under the skin and are easily noticeable. When
the pin is inserted into the vagina during a special ritual, it is called a push-pin. Push-pins
are slivers of metal, bone, rock or wood that are used as objects that demons cling onto.
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A common kind of electronic demonic pin is a thermal chemical breaker (fuse) as
used in small appliances, like hair dryers, irons, etc., about 1 1/2 inch long. The center
part, being round, is like a transistor with solid wire strips, extending slightly at each end.
The metal pin is really nothing but symbolic, it is the demon attached to it that has
significance. The pin, with its curse, acts as a staging area, (mark), for the demon to
possess. It becomes the territory of the demon as long as it is implanted in the individual.
These inserts are associated with the mark of the beast spoken of in the Biblical
tribulation. Most people don’t realize, this mark associated with the mark of the beast, has
been used by the Satanists for over 20 years now. This may be considered one form of
“the mark of the beast”. Some of the more dominant brotherhood members, actually take
these pins in their right hand, specifically to blaspheme Adonai. As we all know, there is no
hope for anyone who takes this mark in his right hand or forehead, as per Rev.
14:9-11,16:2.
Other non electric pins can be various lengths and diameters, but they are usually
the equivalent of a steel needle, about the size of a large finishing nail, with a sharp point
at one end and the head cut off, varying in length of one to two inches.
Some of the symptoms which occur with the link between the soul and spirit:
Frequent visions or communication with the spirit world. Ability to control when a person
will receive a vision or communication from the spirit world. Ability to see auras; (auras are
various types and colors of light around people and things). Ability to see demons
frequently.
There are many physical illnesses caused by the demons attached to inserts. In
most cases, the demons set into motion a physical disease that continues on its own.
Demons often cause severe burning pains called “paresthesias” on a persons skin,
usually brought on by intense itching.
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